
Western Pennsylvania Phone Traffic Net
Preamble and Sequence 
24 September 2021

Preamble
Calling the Western Pennsylvania Phone Traffic Net.  Calling the Western Pennsylvania 
Phone Traffic Net. This is _____, Net Control. My name is ______, my location is_______.

The WPAPTN meets daily at 5:30 PM local time on this frequency 3918 kilohertz, with a 
backup frequency of 3913 kilohertz, for the purpose of handling formal Radiogram traffic 
into, out of and throughout the ARRL Western Pennsylvania Section. We are a Section Level 
Net affiliated with the National Traffic System. All stations are welcome and invited to 
participate, regardless of location or affiliation.

This is a directed net. STATIONS SHOULD NOT TRANSMIT UNTIL DIRECTED TO BY NET 
CONTROL. Stations are requested to check in with their call signs, using phonetics, and 
indicate whether they have traffic or can take traffic.

Stations with emergency or priority traffic may interrupt the net with a double break or the 
word “emergency” at any time.

Traffic requests
The net will now stand by for any Emergency, Priority or time valued traffic. Stations with 
Emergency, Priority or time valued traffic only. (Pause, check for relays.)

Are there any reps from Third Region Nets, voice or digital? Any reps going to Third Region 
Nets, voice or digital?
Any reps from CW nets?  Any reps going to CW nets?
Are there any reps from any other nets? 
We will now take check-ins from stations with traffic and traffic only. Call net control. 

District call up
(Each day, begin with the designated District for that date in the blank. After traffic has been 
passed, repeat this section, with the updated list, for the next district in this list: Northwest, 
Northeast, Southwest and Southeast Districts.)

This is the Western PA Phone Traffic Net, listing traffic for: (read traffic list).

Stations in the _____ District with or without traffic please check in with your call and 
location. (Pause, check for relays. Add new traffic to the list. Direct stations who can take 
listed traffic to contact the listing station.)

Any additional stations in any District, with or without traffic please check in now.

(Continued, page 2)



Additional traffic and net business
(After the list has been cleared:)

This is the Western PA Phone Traffic Net, _____, Net Control. Are there any stations 
anywhere, with or without traffic or announcements for the net? (Pause, check for relays.) We 
will now go back through the list of check-ins for comments. 

Net Closing

This concludes the regularly scheduled session of the Western Pennsylvania Phone Traffic 
Net. We thank all stations that participated, and also our fellow radio amateurs for allowing 
us the use of a clear frequency. 

Your NCS tomorrow will be _____. Any comments or suggestions should be directed to 
K3MIY net manager or KB3IN, Western PA Section Traffic Manager

(NCS will now call net manager and send net report)

The net is now closed, and we return the frequency for licensed amateur use. 
73, this is _____, out.


